Hamburg, NJ - Case # 20101011-002

Date: October 29, 2010
Investigation Timeframe: 10:30pm – 1am
Weather Conditions/Cloud Cover: PM Wind 10mph WNW /clear
Temperature: High 50° Low 32°
Precipitation/Chance: Am showers PM clear 0% chance
Lunar Cycle: Waning Gibbons – 58.64% Illumination
Geomagnetic Field: Normal Solar X-Ray: Quiet
Investigators Present: Barbara, Kelly & Jesse

Contact Information:

Client informed PIRC that after moving in to current location she started seeing blue luminescent lights
around her apartment. The lights predominantly appear between the hours of 10pm – 3am. Lights appear
in the living room area near fireplace, window area and sliding door. They have also been seen in the
smaller bedroom and her bedroom by the southwest window and her closet area. Her roommate has also
seen the lights in the living room area as well as on top of roof outside. The roommate has 2 dogs which
have been seen to react to the lights as well.

Preliminary Investigation Information:

PIRC investigators did a preliminary investigation on October 28, 2010. Investigator Kelly took baseline
EMF readings in living room area and small bedroom with no notable readings, however she did
comment that the closet in the small bedroom made her hair stand up and she felt „creeped out‟ there.

Readings taken in client‟s bedroom near the southwest window area and a lamp near the door proved to
be very high, between 10-14 mg. These high readings were believed to be a result of some power cabling
potentially outside the window or near the light.

The investigators and client went outside to see if there was an electrical conduit in the location of the
readings. Once outside we discovered that there were no outside electrical wiring that could contribute to
the high readings. Photos were then taken by Investigator Barbara and after a few snapshots she

experienced battery drain on her camera. These batteries were fresh and there was no apparent reason for
the battery drain.
Investigators returned inside to see if there could be another possible reason for the high readings but
when the readings were taken they now read 0 mg in both the window and lamp area. No conclusion was
reached concerning the change and the preliminary investigation was concluded.

Investigation:

On the night of the investigation PIRC arrived on location about 10:30pm. Drop cameras were set up to
run in the living room area, small bedroom and Client‟s bedroom. Additionally digital recorders were left
with all 3 cameras. Baseline EMF readings were taken and there was no notable readings.

The investigation began with EVP session in living room. During the session both the client and Kelly saw
the „blue‟ lights at various points in the living room. These lights were not witness by either Barbara or
Jesse. Temperature and emf readings were conducted frequently in the area. At one point the camera in
the living room shut off and had to be restarted. No obvious reason for the camera malfunction was found.

Kelly went into the client‟s bedroom and conducted an evp session there while the investigation continued
out in the living room area. There were no personal experiences during that session and she returned to
the main area a short time later. The „blue‟ lights continued to be seen by both client and Kelly.

At one point in the evening the KII meter‟s lights began to flicker and client indicated she had seen lights
near Barbara. At that time Barbara did comment that she had felt a chill. A small session was conducted
using the KII to communicate but while the lights responded to questions they were not always consistent.
In fact they would seemingly spike for no apparent reason. We first thought that perhaps the camera‟s IR
was affecting the meter and the camera and IR light were turned off. The KII continued to spike. The
filming was resumed.

From this point the KII meter continued to flicker. Jesse could map out the size of the area affecting the
meter. It was the approximate size of a basketball and chest high. This „ball‟ did not stay in one location
and the KII could track it as it seemed to move about the living room area and in front of the small
bedroom area.

Around midnight Barbara left to do an evp session in the small bedroom area. The session lasted
approximately 15 minutes. During this session there were several emf spikes in the closet area in that
room but otherwise unremarkable. Barbara returned to the main area.

Readings continued to be taken and spikes would come and disappear with no obvious reasons. Then the
readings disappeared at a point and did not resume after that. The investigation was concluded around 1
am.

Evidence Description

Photographic:

Only one photo was deemed interesting with “orbs” appearing in 3 different locations that happened to
correspond with the locations in the living room area the client saw the „blue‟ lights. No conclusion was
reached as to whether the photo contained paranormal evidence. This photo will not be posted.

EVP: The numbers listed are the elasped time file location.

Several Evp‟s were found upon review. The evps will be listed next to each listing. Explanations will be
provided where appropriate.
It should be noted that due to the size and close proximity of the rooms that sound contamination was
heard on all recording devices. As a result many potential evps were discounted since it could not be
determined whether they were as a result of sound contamination. Only those evps that could be
conclusively determined not to be as a result of any persons or sound transfer were counted.

·

DR 1 Living room


29:53 – whispering can be heard under the conversation taking place



1:03:09 – a moan is heard in background at :02



1:17:53-1:18:10 – “no” can be heard as a response to “you are human or were human” Breathy
"no" comes right after an investigator laughs and toward the end of the file :15-:16. The portion is
amplified.



1:22:30-1:22:33 – A quick “yes” can be heard as a response to “do you want us to leave” right after
that investigator laughs :03-:04. Client indicated she saw something at that moment.



1:47:12-1:47:22 – unknown sound heard in background possibly a moan similar to 1:03:09 at :08
- clicking sound is camera and client. Not posted.



2:07:06 – a high pitched sound heard in background around: 02-:03. Investigator indicates right
after that they are getting chills. The clicking sound is that of the client walking on floor.

·

DR 2 Client’s bedroom



·

0:17:13 - “why” heard – :02 location. Picked up on recorder in bedroom, perhaps in response to
dialog in other room. Amplified.
2:01:00 – “how” perhaps in response to dialog in other room: 02-:03. Not posted.

DR 3 Small bedroom


5:02 – humming sound during evp session when KII spiked. Sound occurs after
investigator asked "if they could return and do again to rule out an anomaly" Location :04-:05

Video: (Video evidence will not be uploaded due to client confidentiality, however a description as to

the listing that accompanied the client's packet will be provided.) The numbers listed are the elapsed time
file location.
·

SD1 Small Bedroom

There appeared to be some type of flashing phenomena on closet door knob. The flashing would flash a
single right light, double middle light or single left light. The first 2 listings showed the door knob before
the flashing began and then the start of the flashing.



11:50 – Bedroom knob no flashing
14:00 – Bedroom knob flashing

At one point as the light flashing intensified a dual flash of light appeared beginning at the bottom and
flashing upward.


16:36 – Bedroom door – flash from bottom

This clip showed the flashing as it intensified.


16:40 – Bedroom knob flashing increases

This clip was of a camera flash and was provided to rule out camera flashes as the source for 16:36 flash.


24:20 – Bedroom wall – camera flash for comparison against the flash from bottom. Flash is
clearly different.

·
LR1 Living Room - the orbs submitted were determined not to be a result of dust or other
particle reflection and due to indoor location there were definitely not insect related. All these orbs had
clear paths that moved and changed direction spontaneously, some seemingly as a result of dialog.





17:10 - Orb from back – head height
17:56 - Orb from behind head after investigator says “I am getting a chill…”
18:36 – Orb bottom to top toward investigator after investigator says “can you come close to
me…”
27:45 – Orb pattern both sides – Right comes down and changes direction toward left. Just as
this happens Left comes across then back to right.

Personal Experiences:
·
·
·
·

Kelly and client saw the „blue lights‟ several times throughout the evening.
Barbara and Kelly experienced cold spots or feeling cold at various times
All investigators had emf or KII spikes during the night
Jesse was able to use the KII to measure the approximate size of the “energy” and to
track its movement.

Additional Information
The location research found that the area is built on limestone, quartz and slate. There are many old
mines and quarries in the vicinity.
The area is also a major Indian ceremonial, burial and settlement location which contains many indian
artifacts.
As a result it is possible the anomalies are both residual and intelligent.
Follow up Information

Subsequent to PIRC‟s investigation the client contacted a Native Indian Shaman who visited her
residence and conducted a Shaman‟s blessing to help any spirits that were still present to cross
over. The ceremony was a beautiful one in which the Shaman performed the blessing using
hawk feathers and ceremonial chants.
The client has reported that the activity has settled down.

